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Letter from the Director of the 
Center for Teaching & Learning: 

Wendy Schatzberg

Executive Summary

It is my pleasure to share the 2020 - 2021 
yearly report from the Center for Teaching and 
Learning (CTL). It has been an event-filled year, 
and we have served record numbers of faculty, 
staff, and instructors.

 In brief, we have provided service through 
orientations, workshops, courses, consultations, 
conferences, trainings, and recognitions. More 
details of these connections are highlighted on 
the next few pages. CTL hosted our Lunch and 
Learns, Learning Communities, Mini-Grants, 
and Technology Workshops, along with our 
yearly events such as the Innovation Retreat, 
along with the Teaching, Learning, and Student 
Success Conference. 

This year’s activities were modified in response 
to the suspension of in-person classes due to 
COVID-19 pandemic. We still provided 

service to the 
university and support 
during the pandemic 
using a variety of new 
techniques and 
technology. 

In the Center for 
Teaching and 
Learning, we envision 
a campus culture that 
promotes people to engage in effective 
instruction and values excellence in teaching. 
We look forward to providing assistance and 
support to our university in upcoming years. 

Sincerely, 

Dr. Wendy Schatzberg, 
Director of the Center for Teaching & Learning
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Mission, Vision & Values

Our Vision

Our Mission

Our Values

The vision for The Center for Teaching and Learning is to 
be a place where faculty come together to increase and 
support each other in development and teacher growth, 
with the Center for Teaching and Learning being the 
fundamental go-to learning environment for all faculty.

CTL will be an active central hub for faculty to discover 
resources to increase skills in the five core instructional 
methods. (i.e. Active Learning, Applied Learning, Authen-
tic Learning, Inclusive Pedagogy/Andragogy, 
Student-centered).

Our work is guided by these values, and we are 
committed to:

Excellence in all we do

Collaboration within and beyond the University

Innovation to find and apply best practices

Service to the University community

Embracing diversity, equity, and inclusion

The mission of the Center for Teaching & Learning (CTL) 
is to promote innovation and excellence in teaching by 
providing faculty an array of resources to help them 
facilitate effective, efficient, and engaging student learn-
ing. The emphasis of CTL is to assist faculty members in 
integrating innovative learning technologies and core 
instructional methods in classroom based courses (e.g., 
Active Learning, Applied Learning, Authentic Learning, 
Inclusive Pedagogy/Andragogy, Student-centered, 
etc.).
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Year at a Glance 

Our Event Attendance

Lunch and Learn
 total events: 13

CTL Workshops
 total events: 13

Learning Communities
 total events: 27

DSU Online Trainings
 total events: 4

2021 Academic 
Innovation Retreat

Open Education Week

2020 Academic 
Innovation Retreat

New Classroom Technology Training

Teaching, Learning, and 
Student Success Conference

Spring Faculty Forum

1,823 
attendees
74 events

Average of 25 
people per event

494

112
83

101

182 47

215

280

98

211



Year at a Glance (Cont.) 

Yearly Engagement in Previous Years 
at CTL Events

2018-2019 2019-2020 2020-2021

806
attendees

864
attendees

1,823
attendees

Due to the circumstances of the past year of Covid-19, resulting in the worldwide pandemic, the 
Center for Teaching and Learning increased programing to meet the needs of faculty and staff. 
CTL developed programming to support faculty and staff in switching from traditional face to face 
to remote teaching in one week and hyflex teaching that involved new technology, both hard-
ware and software. The numbers for this last year are artificially high due the increased program-
ming to meet the needs of faculty and staff.

CTL offers faculty the opportunity to 
have one-on-one faculty 
consultations with our resident 
Learning Designer, Diana 
Maughan. 38 faculty took 
advantage of this service throughout 
the year.

Department

NEW HIRES

1 Staff member
Diana Maughan

CTL Faculty 
Professional Learning 

Designer / Technologist

1 Intern
Malia Adamson
Web Design Intern

Course Development

Over the last year,

2
New Canvas Courses 

were developed to
support our faculty

One-on-one Consultations
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Event Highlights 

Academic Innovation Retreat - July 2020

The change from face to face to remote teach-
ing was an experience that showed how an 
agile curriculum can benefit students and 
instructors. Flipped and hybrid curriculum offer 
teaching agility along with the benefits of a 
student’s active classroom.

The idea for this conference was to have 
conference presenters experienced in hybrid 
and/or flipped classrooms give workshops 
and walk through preparations needed to 
create an agile classroom.

Total attendance: 101 participants

New Classroom Technology 
Training - Aug. 2020

DSU was committed to keeping students, 
faculty and staff safe during the health crisis of 
2020-2021. Towards this effort the institution 
installed cameras and microphones in each 
classroom providing the means to teach both 
remotely and face to face at the same time, 
allowing faculty and students to meet state 
health mandates designed to keep students 
and faculty safe. 
 
The center for teaching learning provided three 
weeks of training for faculty and staff on this 
new technology at the beginning of Fall 2020 
semester. They demonstrated the use of the 
camera, microphone as well as the video 
conferencing software Zoom.

Total attendance: 494 participants



Event Highlights (Cont.) 

Spring Faculty Forum - January 2021

The Spring Faculty Forum was held 
over the course of seven days at the 
begining of spring semester to support 
faculty with their continued efforts of 
hyflex and remote teaching. Topics 
included how to use canvas, teaching 
methods and software, open education 
resources, and DSU resources. 

Total attendance:112 participants

Teaching, Learning, and Student 
Success Conference - March 2021

The Center for Teaching & Learning 
and the Teaching and Learning 
Committee joined together for the 6th 
Annual Teaching, Learning and Student 
Success Conference at Dixie State 
University.  The purpose of this 
conference was to provide an 
opportunity for DSU faculty and staff to 
share and learn best practices, 
innovations and lessons to promote the 
DSU Core Instructional Methods and 
learning on campus. 

Total attendance: 83 participants
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Event Highlights (Cont.)

Open Education Week - March 2021

DSU Library & Learning Services and The 
Center for Teaching & Learning joined together 
to coordinate the first Open Education Week. 
The keynote speaker was Andreia Inamoroato 
Dos Santos, a researcher with the European 
Commission of Joint Research Center and 
co-author of the OpenEdu Framework.  This 
framework has been adopted and referenced 
in our 2020-2025 strategic plan.
 
The purpose of this event was to actively share 
and learn about open education practices and 
be inspired by the wonderful work being done 
at DSU, the nation, and around the world.

Total attendance: 64 participants

OPEN
EDUCATION
WEEK 

Academic Innovation Retreat - May 2021

With the move to polytechnic and a more 
career focused campus, authentic learning is 
more important than ever.  Participants joined in 
voice and vision as they planned how to 
implement authentic learning at our campus, in 
our curriculum and make it a part of our culture.

Participants used design thinking in groups to 
develop ideas for authentic learning at DSU.

Total attendance: 47 participants
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Mini Grants

About Mini-Grants

Awardees’ Presentations

Minigrants are used to encourage learning innovation to promote pedagogical 
excellence.

The type of project the grant is designed to fund is innovation that impacts student learning 
such as teaching methodology or introducing active learning technology into a classroom.
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Byungeun Pak - GoReact

The main purposes of the project were to develop teacher candidates' 
abilities to (1) notice  and (2) reflect on important teaching practices. These 
teaching practices included, but not limited  to, inviting students to explain 
and justify their mathematical thinking, asking them to contribute to  the initial 
strategy, and asking them to compare different strategies. For these purpos-
es, this  project integrated a web-based video annotation software, GoRe-
act, into mathematics methods  courses (ELED 4100, Methods of Teaching 
Elementary Mathematics) and supervision of 12  teacher candidates.

Lori Newell - Using VR to Augment Teaching of Concepts  
        in Exercise Science

Virtual reality is a new and cutting-edge technology.  Students developed 
inventive uses of the new technology.  Student discussions included the use 
of VR technology for multiple applications, including:
 Physical therapy
 Client motivation
 Adaptation for individual with special needs
 Education



Mini Grants (Cont.)

Awardees’ Presentations

Jordan Ellsworth - VR Lab
With  partners Dr. Rajnish Kumar of the Engineering department and Reese 
Rasmussen, a senior computer science student, we created a VR lab for an 
engineering course, ECE 2100: Solid State Devices. The VR lab we created 
provided visual models for students to interact with and learn about in a 3D, 
immersive environment.

Cindy King - Blazing Trails in St. George: Student Writers  
       in the City

The “Blazing Trails in St. George: Student Writers in the City” project was a 
collaboration between DSU students and faculty, and clients of Encircle, a 
non-profit LGBTQ+ family and youth resource center located in St. George. 
In addition to regular classroom instruction, students enrolled in ENGL 3141: 
Poetry Writing, with instructor supervision, conducted weekly workshops 
(February 16 – March 16) from 6:00 – 7:30 pm during the spring 2021 
semester. DSU students prepared teaching materials and provided writing 
instruction and poetry workshops for LGBTQ+ youth (ages 12-25). Approxi-
mately 12 people participated in each of the workshops, not including the 
two or three participants who would join via Zoom.

Hengjun Lin - “Show Your Project Without Using a    
       PowerPoint”: Alternatives to Present   
       Student Class Projects

Using Pecha Kucha and Moovly as alternative presentation methods to 
PowerPoint, students expanded their tool sets in presentational methods for 
class projects and for the projects they will be undertaking in their career in 
the future. 
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Mini Grants (Cont.)

Awardees’ Presentations

Jamie Kearra - Time Management Planners
Structured Enrollment purchased 75 paper planners for students in the 
Spring 2021 semester who were enrolled in SSC 1020 Study Skills and 
Student Success and SSC 1025R Active Learning Lab.  The planners were 
utilized as a part of a lesson on Time Management, weekly assignments, 
and a coached meta-cognitive assessment on their time. Student GPA 
increased from 1.72 GPA to 1.94 GPA. 

Dr. Vinodh Chellamuthu - Project FLIP (Future     
       Learners in Practice)

This project has positively influenced a climate for active learning. Through 
this project, students have attained several core competencies as follows,

• Increased students’ opportunities to connect classroom knowledge 
to real-world scenarios related to Southern Utah community.
• Improved student’s ability to reason independently from a deep 
understanding of concepts to answer questions and solve problems 
arising in the real-world.
• Promoted students beyond the traditional approach to learning 
mathematics by broadening their problem-solving abilities and 
strengthen their critical thinking skills.
• Pushed students beyond the traditional textbook approach by 
igniting inclusive pedagogy.

More importantly, it has created a sustainable model for C-OERs within the 
mathematics curriculum at DSU through the active and applied learning 
strategies.
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Meet the Team

Wendy Schatzberg
Director of the 

Center for 
Teaching & 

Learning

Diana Maughan
CTL Faculty 
Professional 

Learning 
Designer / 

Technologist

Malia Adamson
Web and 

Graphics Design 
Intern


